
The Most Stupidity in All Universe History_Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk at now !
Reality is the master.Reality is not likely to bend over to charismatic promises, programs

and ideology. -Peter Drucker. 2021/11/10

[１]:UN IPCC-COP1~26 has been being not likely to disclose the most risk in climate task.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists The Arctic Methane Monster(2013/10/6 )

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

What if UN IPCC-COP26 is too conservative? Human Extinction within decades?

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/2014/11/ipcc-too-conservative.html

“Watchout an icebeg on starboard !,
Wait we are the middle of a conference on iceberg avoidance”
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/2021/11/the-exclusion-of-climate-science-from-cop-meetings.html

Arctic methane deposits 'starting to release', scientists say

Exclusive: expedition says preliminary findings indicate that new source of greenhouse

gas off East Siberian coast has been triggered(2020/10/27)

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2020/oct/27/sleeping-giant-arctic-methane-deposits-starti

ng-to-release-scientists-find

Simple,but clear modeling indicates rapid sea ice vanishing toward extinction disaster(author).

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Ice-Vanishing-within-15years-toward-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
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[２]:Climate Wartiime General( President)the conscience autocrat ruling.

COP26 devates are ugly & stupid enough by being far from deacly climate fact.

The Decisive Cause of Difficulty in Launching Global Climate Wartime Regime
＝Your Business(Life)as Usual＝Nothing Effective Action and Implementation against
rapid Climate Worsening(2021/10/14).
http://www.777true.net/Climate-Extinction-is-Destined-not-by-Government_but-by-You.pdf

By probability 99.9%,also author ackowleges that the climate extinction risk will not be

saved due to the unchanged overwhelming global apathy,while the technological salvation

impossibility is not such high probability 99.9% even at now !!
*for an example,cloud making machine could realize rapid temperature down in order to intercept deadly

climate feedback caused by temperature rise at now.

http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

That is,something conscience autocrat ruling is necessary to accomplish the emergent task.

It is Climate Wartiime General or President elected by democrat way by the world poeple.

The candidate with their expert cooperators must declear their plan for urgent climate

salvation policy. *this task must be accomplished in a year.

In a fact,once an Australian climate scinentist had proposed such option,who faced worsend

climate reality for the first time in advanced nation.
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